Types of Pearl Thread
Pearl necklaces basically require regular thread changes, but there are several types of threads,
each with its own advantages and disadvantages.
The following three types are commonly used today.
・GPT (high-density polyethylene material)
・Polyester thread
・Silk thread
Beautiful and strong GPT
This is a thread made of synthetic fibers that have become common in the last decade.
This type of thread is more beautiful and stronger than the polyester threads used in the past.
It is three times stronger than polyester thread, has excellent water resistance, and has a beautiful
silky shine.
More expensive than other threads, but has high-cost performance and is very popular for high-end
Pearl and jewelry manufacturers.

Polyester thread
The most commonly used thread today is the polyester thread.
Although polyester thread does not stretch at all and must be changed after a certain number of
years, it does not need to be changed as often as silk thread. Another advantage is that the price
of the thread itself is low, so the cost of thread replacement can be reduced.
In addition, since it is moderately stretchable, it is easy to process, and compared to silk thread, it
is very strong and difficult to break, making it an easy-to-use material.

Silk thread
Silk thread has long been used as the thread for pearl necklaces.
The advantage of silk thread is that it is moderately elastic and smooth. The beauty of the finish is
the greatest advantage of using silk threads.
However, silk thread is a very delicate material, so there is a disadvantage that the thread needs to
be changed regularly because it stretches and breaks in a relatively short period of time.

Related items
CENFILL STAINLESS STEEL WIRE

Necklace made of wire.
The wire is superior to thread in strength. The wire does not stretch like the thread, and it does not
break off with a small force, so you can use it without worrying about the weight of the pearls.
Necklaces suitable for wire
・Long necklaces
・Necklaces with large and heavy pearls.
The threads can't bear the weight of heavy pearls.
There is only one major difference between wire and stainless steel.
The wire necklace is made with a cushioning material (mainly silicon) between all the pearls.
The reason why cushioning material is necessary is that wire does not stretch.
The wire is neither pliable nor stretchable.
If you pull it tight, as you do with the thread, it will forever rub against the pearls and damage them.
This is where cushioning material is needed between the pearls.
SILICONE RING FOR PEARL

FRENCH WIRE

THREAD SNIPS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCwkuim57zI

BEADING NEEDLE SAKUSAKU

PEARL STORAGE CASE JEPEARL

AMC PEARL CLEANING CLOTHS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8W0il5IF9I
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